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Abstract
Diaspora Times Two is a photographic journalistic study of Africans living in Guangzhou, China
and Chinese in Accra, Ghana. The study focuses on two young men from the Gambia who are
looking for low-wage work in Guangzhou and a house of five Chinese telecommunications
workers employing Ghanaians in Accra. A micro approach was taken, seeking similarities and
differences between the immigrants, making images that record details not found in a general
photographic survey of the areas. The project brings together stories collected from both
Africans and Asians, providing insights into the process of international relocation driven by
economic challenges and opportunities.
Diaspora Times Two is inspired by the work of Eugene Richards who builds brilliant
compositions, pushing the edges and frame. Furthermore it draws significantly on the works of
Gordon Parks. Alex Webb’s use of different elements to create a dynamic set of layers afforded a
framework with which to recognize and make the opening image of the series of the two
Ghanaian workers and three Chinese employers animating this project.
I made connections in China on an earlier visit, however once on location I needed to adapt after
learning that they would not work out; I was left on my own to go out into the field and make
new contacts with potential subjects. In Ghana, I realized the need for a Chinese translator after
discovering the difficulty of communicating and connecting with the Chinese community.
Ghanaians and Chinese experienced similar communication difficulties reinforcing stereotypes
and assumptions held by the one group about the other. These beliefs generally stopped people
from connecting; however, when dialogue occurred, resultant insights broke down stereotypes
and barriers between people. Discovery of beliefs held in common included how the Chinese,
Gambians, and Ghanaians share a moral commitment to taking care of their parents or elders.
The Chinese are building roads, universities helping to develop many African countries. China’s
investment in Africa raises the question: Is China the new face of neocolonialism or will China
avoid the mistakes of western colonial powers? It remains to be seen, but my research suggests
that on a micro, person-to-person level, communication and dialogue is a first step toward
breaking down cultural barriers and discovering common fundamental dreams, values, and hopes
that can serve as a foundation for strong partnerships.
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Executive Summary
A Diaspora is a voluntary or forced movement or migration of people from their
homeland. Diaspora Times Two focuses on the African Diaspora in Guangzhou, China and the
Chinese in Accra, Ghana. Africans go to China for a variety of reasons, but the primary reason
for travel to Guangzhou is to develop trade. Guangzhou is a leading manufacturing city in China,
located in Guangdong province. Xiao Bei, located in Guangzhou, a city of about 13 million
people, is a neighborhood where merchants, entrepreneurs, and manufacturers from Africa live,
buy, and sell their products. Xiao Bei is an example of African enclaves forming throughout
Asia. The exact population of African expats in Guangzhou remains unclear—estimates are
around 100,000.
The humid and hot tropical climate means that most vendors wait until late into the
evening to come out and sell goods on the bridges and walkways. Africans are subject to
constant visa and identification papers stops by police who monitor the neighborhood. Chinese
police use racial profiling to pick out whom to check. Surveillance cameras along the main
walkways monitor all activity. Irrespective of class, nearly all Africans found it troubling that
they were subject to constant visa checks by the Chinese police. At almost all times of day and
night there was a police car stationed at the entrance to the main market in Xiao Bei. I engage in
a micro sociological study of those facing the greatest financial challenges presented by
neoliberal globalization.
I expected my source, Patrick Adonoo to link me with a family attending a statesanctioned African church, however when the connection failed I had to go out on my own and
find new people to photograph. Adonoo belongs to a Pentecostal church that is allowed to
operate as long as Chinese nationalists do not attend. This policy is always subject to change at
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the will of the Chinese government. The uncertainty of this policy allows for the deportation of
groups of people or destruction of religious establishments at any given moment. My study of
African immigrants in China provided me with insights into how two Africans navigated the
difficulties that their presence in China triggered. Alade Conte Hatch and Yakuba Manneh saved
up enough money to make the trip to Guangzhou in search of low-wage work that offered better
compensation than farming in Gambia. Unable to find work in China, they struggled to survive
on a daily stew of bread, sugar, and water.
Concurrently, Chinese communities are emerging in Africa, spurred by heavy Chinese
investments. China’s involvement in Africa includes infrastructural development, mining of
natural resources, and small businesses. I focused on the neighborhood Osu in the city of Accra
where I found a group of five Chinese telecommunications workers employing Ghanaians to take
care of their house. Auntie Lydia, a low-wage Ghanaian cook working for the five Chinese
offered a narrative of having to fight to receive fair wages, payment on time, and fewer taxing
hours from her Chinese employers. She works six days a week, leaving early in the morning and
arriving at home late at night. Treated as inferior by her employer, she has few opportunities for
discussion, allowing both sides to perpetuate unchallenged a set of cultural, political, and racist
stereotypes. The Chinese immigrants believe that they rely on themselves while Ghanaians leave
their fate to God. Auntie Lydia believes that Chinese confiscate Bibles at the airport, do not
allow churches, and Chinese men marry their sisters.
I hope that my audience will find the stories told in my photographs compelling
narratives on remittances, racism, immigration checks, policing, economic hardship, religion and
the need to create a global dialogue to counter stereotypes. Chinese and African relations will
continue to develop, as globalization makes national boundaries increasingly irrelevant. It is
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important to continue to conduct research and observe China’s policies in Africa. Still revering
their elders for their wisdom and knowledge, both cultures are motivated to meet their
obligations to their parents. A major cultural difference dividing these regions is religion. I
observed that many Africans believe that the Chinese are godless and the Chinese that Africans
rely too much on God instead of themselves.
While the Chinese government claims that their relationship with Africa is mutually
beneficial, this remains to be seen. China has invested billions of dollars in developing Africa,
however it comes at a price. The Chinese need natural resources to fuel increased demand for
manufactured goods China. According to my Ghanaian informants, that I spoke with the Chinese
are taking advantage of a corrupt and weak government in Ghana, conducting illegal mining for
gold in the countryside by paying off officials and exploiting Ghanaian’s who work for them.
Diaspora Times Two brings together stories collected from both African and Chinese
perspectives, providing insights into the process of international relocation driven by economic
challenges and opportunities in seemingly disparate communities.
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Project Body

Auntie Lydia, a low-wage Ghanaian cook working for a house of five Chinese in Accra, Ghana,
fights to receive fair wages, payment on time, and fewer taxing hours. Auntie Lydia and her coworker Henrietta stand their ground against their employers.
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The Ghana Chinese Commodities Wholesale Town, once inhabited by many Chinese retailers,
now houses mostly Ghanaians selling bulk goods like cloth and clothing.

3

The owner, Hui, of the Jia Hua grocery store speaks with customers after the morning rush.

4

Workers surf the web during a break at Rose’s Restaurant.

5

A Chinese mother and daughter have owned and operated the Hunan Restaurant for over fifteen
years, located in Osu in greater Accra. A TV in the restaurant plays Chinese soap operas while
the two women take a break from plucking chickens and preparing the dinner.

6

Kwame Otu gets a hair cut at Men’s Clipperz barbershop in Osu.

7

David Adjei works as the security guard for the house of Chinese telecommunications workers.

8

Tubs traditionally used by Ghanaians for washing laundry.

9

Auntie Lydia works six days a week; taking three small buses from home everyday,
she leaves at 7 am and does not get back until 10 pm.

10

Auntie Lydia sets the table for her Chinese employers who come home from work to eat a
traditional Chinese lunch. She has difficulty working with a hired Chinese cook who does not
speak any English. The language barrier creates a frustrating work environment; a mutual lack of
cultural understanding generates distrust and anger.
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After his lunch break and mid afternoon nap, Fang “Oliver” Ziduo gets driven back to his
workplace by his Ghanaian driver.

12

Africans conducting business in Guangzhou, China often stay for 6 months to a year, making it
necessary to find long term living arrangements. As in Ghana, a limited supply of electricity
makes clothes dryers a luxury; residents hang the wash outside of their apartments to dry.

13

Uksachi “Danny” Bass of The Gambia, studies Mandarin at Guangdong University of
Technology.

14

Alide and Yankuba, two Gambians, saved enough money to leave their country in search of jobs
in China, hoping to support their family members who are farmers. “The Chinese do not offer
low-wage jobs to blacks,” said Yankuba. Living on a crock-pot stew of bread, sugar, and water,
the two unemployed brothers struggle to survive on the little money their parents are able to send
them. In need of an escape, the brothers visit another Gambian, their friend Danny.
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Alide and Yankuba take the bus for over an hour to the university. While riding on public
transportation, Chinese glare, refusing to sit next to them on the subway or bus. The two brothers
admit that while Xiao Bei is cramped and dirty, it offers somewhere for Africans to escape
persistent reminders that they are black outsiders in China.
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The Chinese adapt to the needs and wants of the African customer base, selling religious
paraphernalia.

17

The stifling hot weather of southern China deters people from the Xiao Bei market until late into
the evening. Once the temperature cools, Chinese vendors come out to sell goods to Africans.
Chinese police stand guard, checking African visas while video cameras placed throughout the
area keep watch.

18

Xiao Bei is lived in and shared by Chinese and Africans.

19

Chanceline, Joycé, and Shadai, from Angola bargain with a Chinese merchant.

20

Danny supplied the food for the single daily meal shared by the group of four. Yankuba prepares
the dish consisting of hot dog, rice, and potatoes.

21

Three women, Chanceline, Joycé, and Shadai, from Angola window shop in the market.
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John Bass studies in China through the sponsorship of Danny’s father. After taking their finals,
the two will go back to the Gambia.
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Reflective Essay
The recent emigration of Africans to China was spurred by the 1997 East Asia financial
crisis. Xiao Bei, located in Guangzhou, a city of about 13 million people, is a neighborhood
where merchants, entrepreneurs, and manufacturers from Africa live and sell their products. The
size of the African population is estimated to be about 100,000, coming mainly from the Western
African countries of Nigeria, Ghana, Mali, Togo, the Gambia, Guinea, Senegal and Congo 1.
Many people have small shops located in one of the malls while others are stationed in the
alleyways that surround the main market. At night, between 9 and 11 p.m., Xiao Bei comes to
life with thousands of people; laborers getting out of work flock to the market to congregate and
eat dinner. The nocturnal trend is a result of the hot tropical climate; the humidity and heat begin
to break a couple hours after sunset.
Xiao Bei is an example of African enclaves forming throughout Asia. Concurrently,
Chinese communities are emerging in Africa, spurred by heavy C\hinese investments. Ghanaian
scholar Adams Bodomo has noted that such communities function as bridges between the source
community (the homeland of the immigrants) and the host community (in this case, the
wealthiest Chinese province of Guangdong) 2
My project is a photographic essay of the two Diasporas—Africans in Xiao Bei and
Chinese in Accra, Ghana. Focusing on a family in each neighborhood, I seek to capture the
everyday challenges of finding economic security in the global village. Diaspora Times Two is a
photographic study of Africans living in Guangzhou, China and Chinese living in Accra, Ghana.
The project brings together stories collected from both perspectives, providing insights into the

1
2

Bodomo, Adams. “The African Trading Community in Guangzhou” (The China Quarterly Sept. 2010), 699.
Ibid., 695.
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process of international relocation driven by economic challenges and opportunities in seemingly
disparate communities. During my first trip to Xiao Bei I met Souleman Kaba.
“Don’t Matter” by Senegalese American R&B artist Akon is streamed and played
illegally on YouTube in China through a host computer located in West Africa. The base is
cranked to the max. Akon sings about love. Sometimes music is the only way to thwart the empty
feeling brought by homesickness. Thousands of miles away from his country of origin,
Soulemane Kaba, a native of West Africa in his early 20s, works from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. each
day with his partner in their clothing boutique in Guangzhou, China. The mall, an intricate
maze-like network composed of shops where Africans are selling everything from clothing to
bootleg DVDs, zigzags below a hotel in the Xiao Bei neighborhood—a community of Africans.
Kaba speaks at least three languages—French, English, and most recently Cantonese. He hopes
to eventually study computer science in the United States, however for now, he’s working to earn
enough money to get to America.
Diaspora Times Two is inspired by the work of Eugene Richards who builds brilliant
compositions, pushing the edges and frame. The series “Cocaine True, Cocaine Blue” is
especially powerful. Furthermore it draws significantly on the works of Gordon Parks, whose
visual productions combined photography with text to push the limits of conventional
photography in the mid twentieth century. Enthralled by the power of his images, I undertook an
in depth analysis of the composition, history, and biography behind his photograph “American
Gothic,” discovering how his work extends from still photography to directing films and
composing music. Alex Webb’s use of different elements to create a dynamic set of layers
afforded a framework with which to recognize and make the opening image of the series of the
two Ghanaian workers and three Chinese employers animating this project.
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I conducted research to find work already produced on the subject. Paolo Woods is a
documentary photographer who worked with two journalists to publish the book China Safari,
which includes a selection of his photos from Nigeria, Congo, Angola, and Zambia 3. The
photographs tell the story of a Chinese people who seem to be in control, yielding more power
than their African counterparts. One photograph shows a Nigerian policeman holding an
umbrella for a Chinese businessman, another Nigerian waiter pours shots for Chinese
entrepreneurs at a dinner, and lastly a Chinese homeowner standing on the diving board watches
a Congolese vacuum the pool. Woods’ had great access to the Chinese, however I wanted to go
deeper. I engage in a micro sociological study of those facing the greatest financial challenges
presented by neoliberal globalization. My study of African immigrants in China provided me
with insights into how two Africans navigated the difficulties that their presence in China
triggered.
Among the Sun Yat-Sen University (SYSU) professors and graduate students with whom
I have corresponded since my first visit to China, Shan Shan is a Chinese graduate student who is
researching a Ghanaian church in Xiao Bei. According to a survey conducted by Bodomo
Ghanaians represent the third largest African group living in Xiao Bei (The China Quarterly
700). Shan Shan offered to introduce me to the congregation upon my return to Guangzhou. She
connected me with her Ghanaian colleague, Patrick Adonoo, a member of the congregation. I
expected that Adonoo would take me to his church, serving as my point of entry to the
congregation, a smaller community within the larger context of Xiao Bei. However, enforcement
of China’s prohibition of religious practice among Chinese, and more lenient, yet still restrictive
treatment of international religious groups, maintains a constant state of heightened sensitivity to

3

Michel, Serge and Michel Beuret. China Safari. (New York: Nation Books, 2009), 154-155.
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potential arrest and imprisonment, leaving expat church leaders leery of granting access to nonpracticing outsiders.
I met Adonoo in a small restaurant located in an alleyway deep in the city of Guangzhou
near the little north gate of SYSU. Adonoo immediately made clear that the only reason he even
considered meeting with me was because Shan Shan is a very good friend and he believed that
my photos/research could be used to enhance his master’s research project on Chinese/African
relations. He fired a barrage of questions, demanding to know more about the project and my
intent—the purpose, outcomes, and possible publications. A few weeks earlier an outsider came
into the church taking pictures. The photographer published the photos with a story about the
church in a Chinese newspaper. Adonoo reiterated that although the church was not doing
anything illegal or wrong, they wanted to stay out of the spotlight by eliminating all unnecessary
publicity. The Chinese government has the power to do whatever they see fit regarding the
exercise of religious beliefs; therefore unexpected publicity heightened paranoia that the
government would impose new restrictions. Despite this incident, Adonoo assured me that he
would speak to the leader of the congregation about my intention to take photos. The next day I
received a message from him that the leader denied the request and did not want any outsiders
visiting the church at this time.
Discouragement loomed—on day three of ten in China all of my connections fell
through; I had not been to Xiao Bei and had taken no photographs. I knew that it was time to go
on my own to Xiao Bei that night to make and build connections on the street. Setting up as the
sun went down, Chinese vendors rolled out and uncovered their goods—giant piles of shoes,
shirts, socks, mini sewing machines, every sort of cheap trinket and article of clothing. Green
lasers illuminated the humidity. Grills smoked BBQ chicken, rotating over and over. Local
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Chinese venders attempt to adapt to African tradition and cater to African taste. An assortment of
raw meat hung from hooks waiting to be placed on the fire. A barker wearing a burqa stood in
front of a balloon stand with her air rifle pointed into the sky, tracking down potential customers.
People from all over Africa travel to, or live in, the neighborhood, mostly as businesspeople
buying cheap commodities to send back to their home countries. Standing at various strategic
locations, Chinese police and surveillance cameras kept track of all activities in the
neighborhood. According to Bodomo, many Africans report problems with corrupt policing:
“They [the police] can allegedly arrest an illegal immigrant, take money from him and release
him, only to re-arrest him a little way down the street to demand more bribes” 4.
The next day I wandered off the beaten track through alleyways engulfed in canopies of
electrical wires that eclipsed the sun. Down below was a network of interconnected narrow
pathways between 10 story apartment buildings. Wet laundry hung from lines running along the
pathway, draped from window to window, dripping on pedestrians. Bars on windows created
security for those on the first floor. Two people sat on short plastic stools facing each other
across a small table playing Xiangqi, also called Chinese chess. Hot afternoon hours meant a
time for a relaxing break or nap. Each set of alleyways had a communal flow dynamic and
unique to itself. I stumbled upon a Chinese pool hall located away from the main market area. A
few of the players wore fingerless leather gloves on their cue hand. Back in the main market I
shot video in the lobby of a hotel that had heavy foot traffic. The entrance housed a check-in
counter, as well as access to the indoor market located in the back of the building. An African
confronted me saying that I was as bad as the Chinese if I didn’t tell people I was taking photos
of them. I did not need photographs of people posing—I wanted to be “a fly on the wall”—and
4

Bodomo, Adams. “The African Trading Community in Guangzhou,” 707.
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in order to do so I just snapped away. Sometimes I would give people a nod or make eye contact,
serving as a way to “ask” permission. However, if I saw a potentially good photograph I learned
that I needed to just shoot it, even when I did not have permission.
I woke up early the next day to travel to a social work building where teachers introduce
immigrants to rudimentary Chinese, to improve their prospects for employment. I had already
been in contact with two Ghanaians who would be at the center. David has worked as a trader in
China for over five years. He lives in an apartment outside of Xiao Bei. His brother runs a
manufacturing company in Kumasi that employs many Chinese merchants. David suggested that
I go to Osu when in Ghana, the site of a computer market dominated by Chinese. The other man,
Peter, was a much younger student in China to learn Chinese. David agreed to meet me on
Saturday for an interview, however our paths would not cross again. I rushed off to the subway
to meet again with Adonoo at a McDonalds near the university. We discussed many issues,
including the church. He mentioned the difficulties for Christians in China; even so, after
graduation he wants to remain in China to help fight for struggling Blacks and Christians.
Adonoo belongs to a Pentecostal church that is allowed to operate as long as Chinese do not
attend. This policy is always subject to change at the will of the Chinese government. The
uncertainty of this policy allows for the deportation of groups of people or destruction of
religious establishments at any given moment. Adonoo remained leery of having his photograph
taken, not wanting any publicity, even though I assured him the project was for my university.
He agreed to meet for a photograph in his dormitory on Saturday, however I cancelled our
appointment when my luck changed and I found the story I was looking for.
On my first attempt to make new connections in the village, I met an African living in
Xiao Bei who agreed to meet me the following day to show me his apartment and be
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photographed. I walked up and down the street looking for his hotel. And then I made one of the
most consequential decisions of the journey, sitting down on a low-rising concrete wall about ten
feet away from a young man. I turned to ask him for directions; Alade Conte Hatch said he’d
lead me there, no problem. We walked by a goat being slaughtered right on the street outside of a
Muslim restaurant. A metal cookie sheet lay below its neck to catch the blood. The goat’s feet
were bound to keep it from kicking free as its neck was cut. Blocking one side of the narrow
road, the slaughtering caused a bottleneck for pedestrians. Shoppers continued to shuffle through
a rack of t-shirts. At the hotel there was still no sign of Samuels so I told Alade about the project
and he agreed to show me his apartment the following day.
On Sunday, Alade and his brother Yakuba Manneh, 24-years-old, led the way up six
flights of stairs. The ceilings were low and steps narrow—in fact, about half the size of an
average shoe. Clearly the building did not meet code; given the dire straights of the clientele,
there was little chance that anyone would complain. Alade placed his feet diagonally as he hiked
up to the room he shared with his brother on the eighth floor. The heat combined with a lack of
nutrition meant the climb had to be made conserving energy, while moving with caution. Even
so, perspiration soaked their shirts by the second landing. Their gamble on finding economic
security in Asia had not paid off. Alade and Yankuba saved up enough money to make the trip to
Guangzhou in search of low-wage work that offered better earnings than farming in Gambia.
Unable to find work in China, they struggled to survive on a daily stew of bread, sugar, and
water.
The two brothers had access to two separate spaces—one, an L-shaped room with a
single bed which they shared. Because there were no windows, the room heats up to well over
100 degrees during the peak temperatures of the day. The humidity nearly always reaches 90%
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and temperatures never drop below the mid-80s. Sleep was impossible until 4 or 5 in the
morning when the room cooled slightly, however the building heated up quickly as the sun began
to rise. We dripped with sweat just sitting in the bedroom and talking; I quickly completed the
interview so we could leave. Across the three foot wide “hallway” is a kitchen/bathroom that
requires another key to be unlocked. The space contained a rice cooker used to make the only
meal of the day. They struggled to find money to buy food and water every day.
Stifling heat and no air conditioning meant people hung out on the streets late into one
night. People with arched necks gathered in the alley looking straight up to the highway pillar
one hundred feet above where a man paced back and forth, then sat down on the ledge. Below,
police created a barrier and erected a safety platform to brace his fall. It seemed unlikely that he
would hit the intended landing. Probably the police were attempting to protect the bystanders;
the last person who jumped from the bridge had landed on and killed a pedestrian walking
below. Alade said that a Chinese student at the university had hung himself a few weeks earlier.
“Jump already,” Said a tall man. “I’ve been here since the afternoon, shaking his head.
Chinese have no religion, nothing to live for, and no value for life. That’s why they kill
themselves. They can’t be sane,” he said. The man’s words reflected the belief that the Chinese
are suffering from a lack of religion that with God there is no reason to want to kill oneself.
Africans who saw that I was taking photographs warned me that the police might force
me to delete the photographs, although everyone watching was taking photos on their camera
phones. This was the first time that someone came up to me and told me I was doing good
journalistic work. A few people attempted to hide me from police gaze, creating a small wall of
bodies surrounding me so that I could avoid detection. They wanted me to be able to show what
was going on, describing their distrust of Chinese censorship and policing.
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That night I rented a room for one night in the Shang’ Shi Hotel, hustling my Gambian
friends into the building despite Chinese officials keeping watch. Faced with economic hardships
in Gambia, Alade and Yakuba came to China searching for a low-wage labor jobs to send money
back to their parents, who are growing old, finding farming more difficult. Like many Chinese I
had met, African immigrants are committed to supporting their aging parents. For some who
search for better livelihoods, there are no jobs and no money to start import/export businesses.
Having found no jobs, their parents sent the little money they had to Alade and Yankuba so they
could have a place to sleep and a little bit to eat. “The shops do not employ Black workers,
unless people do business,” said Alade. Describing the unfulfilled economic promises of China
he said, “We should be sending money to them; they should not be sending money to us.” They
initially lived with two other Gambians at the Guangzhou University of Technology, but without
residency at the school they had to leave and find another place. There was no mosque near the
university so in order to worship they had to travel to Xiao Bei. In Gambia it was their custom to
go every day to pray at the mosque. Sometimes there is no water in the apartment for a couple
days so there is no way to take a bath.
When the interview finished and I mentioned putting the video on YouTube, Alade and
Yankuba grew concerned, speaking in Mandinka so I could not understand. The older brother
spoke up, voicing his fear that the interview would escape the confines of my camera or
computer only to be published, bringing unwanted attention to their tenuous circumstances. The
great prosperous country of the Gambia they both spoke of had a dark cloud growing over it. The
objective opinions voiced on tape about hardships endured in their country could evoke the wrath
of President Yahya Jammeh upon their return to Gambia.
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The times are hard in their country. With the recorder turned off they spoke the truth:
“there are two ways for us to make money—farming and selling fruit by the side of the road,"
said Yankuba. The publication of this statement was enough to evoke their fear of execution or
disappearance. According to my new friends, the terror of the dictatorship was occasionally
exhibited with live executions on television. President Jammeh makes people disappear—
journalists and outspoken citizens, anyone whom he dislikes. The dictator admits to nothing, but
the people know what happens, whether their friends and family are found or go missing forever.
Later a quick Google search identified many articles describing the President’s killing sprees,
including butchering 44 Ghanaians. The president uses fear to keep the people from speaking
out. The experience with Alade and Yankuba made me realize the importance of digging deeper
to reveal hidden truths, secrets held to avoid further suffering. Fear is a powerful tool to control
people; President Jammeh’s terror tactics reached around the planet to keep Alade and Yankuba
from criticizing their government. I don’t know why they call Gambia the “smiling coast,” given
Alade and Yankuba’s revelation of how fabrication of the truth and manipulation of lies hides
the violent reality.
After returning to the US, I kept in contact with the guys after I left China, through their
friend Danny. He updated me on their status. They could not afford the fees to renew their visas
so they were in hiding at his residence in university for as long as possible, dodging police. The
Chinese government fines foreigners for each day overstayed, generating an insurmountable debt
for offenders. Danny received enough money from his father to cook one meal a day, which
everyone shared. However, when the end of the semester approached, Danny knew he would be
leaving and could not afford to spot Alade and Yankuba a plane ticket nor sneak them out of the
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country. Because of the fines they served about a month in Chinese prison, eventually being
deported back to Gambia.
Irrespective of class, nearly all Africans found it troubling that they were subject to
constant visa checks by the Chinese police. At almost all times of day and night there was a
police car stationed at the entrance to the main market in Xiao Bei. When asked if I had my
passport on me by an African I responded “no,” and that I had left it in my hotel room. His
reaction triggered an immediate thought—even in China I enjoyed white privilege. While Black
people were subject to searches, the authorities never bothered me. When traveling from Hong
Kong to Guangzhou, Adams Bodomo faced racial profiling and discrimination by Chinese
police, he said. While sitting in the African Bar in Xiao Bei, police walked in and rudely
demanded to see every African-looking persons documents/passport 5. The Chinese living in
Ghana did not seem to face similar treatment. I observed that race plays a role in the way that the
Chinese treat visitors. The Gambians expressed their discomfort when traveling outside of Xiao
Bei to visit their friend Ukachi “Danny” Bass at Guangdong University of Technology. Once
outside of the African enclave, Chinese would stare at Alade and Yankuba, sometimes avoiding
sitting next to or moving away from them on the bus or subway. Longing for the relief of leaving
Xiao Bei for the fresh air and open spaces of the university, the brothers traded one form of
humiliating discomfort for another. It is one more example of the high price paid for no
guarantee of achieving financial security. According to the literature, their story of failure is the
exception and not the rule for persons immigrating from the Southern Hemisphere to the north to
secure employment.
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Bodomo argues that “remittances sent home by Africans working abroad are a better
basis for future development,” compared to monies coming from developmental aide and
donors 6. I spoke with many people living in Xiao Bei who earned enough money to send some
back home to their families. A survey conducted by Bodomo of Xiao Bei on occupation and
nationality revealed that 95% of people consider themselves to be “businessmen” or “traders” 7.
Having too little time to record the story and lifestyle of a businessperson, I found the story
seldom told and little acknowledged, that of Yankuba and Alade. Capitalism requires a surplus of
workers in order to minimize the cost of wages and maximize profits for the investors. Alade and
Yankuba are essential to the success of the growing global market, paying with their health, their
loss of family, and their political and physical freedom. If I expanded the project in the future by
going back to China I would spend more time in each country, developing more in-depth stories
of immigrant workers achieving varying levels of success.
Africans wait to check their luggage and countless boxes containing goods ready to be
shipped home. They line up in front of Ethiopia Airlines and Egypt Air. Businessmen and
merchants come to China to buy cheap goods. One man has more than 20 boxes; each
impeccably packed—an art form mastered by the Chinese. For traders, back-and-forth migration
means transporting large quantities of goods. Once aboard, the rush of the jet engines coming to
life takes the plane to breathtaking speeds that lift it off the runway. In the air, leaving the city of
Guangzhou, a passenger catches one last glimpse of the city in the distance. All the lights in the
cabin go out except one, which cuts through the darkness while the sun rises above the horizon
from the east.
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Arriving in Accra, my colleague and host Kwame Otu welcomed me at the airport. An
alumnus of the University of Ghana, Kwame’s mother worked at the same university. Their
location permitted me to network with the Chinese community at the school. Peng Fan, a teacher
at the university, helped me to seek out Chinese students studying in Ghana and local
businesspeople in the city of Accra. Fan noted that spatial separateness, perceived introversion,
shyness, and being an outsider were all challenges faced by Chinese immigrants living in Ghana.
I had little success before connecting with Fan. Because most of the Africans in China spoke a
little bit of English or French I did not need a translator, so I did not expect to need one in
Ghana. However, I was wrong. My first attempts at photographing the Chinese working in the
Makola Market were a total failure. Fan was onboard once I explained the project and luckily he
had enough free time to travel with me and help. First, we visited Chinese students studying at
the university and then went into Accra to the Osu neighborhood, one of Ghana’s famous
expatriate spaces that teems with restaurants and upscale shops and malls. There we visited a
Chinese grocery store, travel agency, salon, and restaurants.
The Hunan Restaurant mirrored China despite being located in the city of Accra. An old
box with antennas coming out the back plays a Chinese soap opera with ancient warriors flying
through the air fighting each other in the Forbidden City. A box fan breaks the heat, pushing air
across the room. Two women run the restaurant. During afternoon hours the grandmother and
her daughter take turns plucking the feathers off of chickens in the back while watching their
television shows. They’ve been in Ghana for over 12 years, catering to the influx of Chinese
immigrant workers. While the setting was visually interesting, I still had not found a story to tell.
Three days before my flight back to the states I walked into a complex across from an NGO at
which Kwame worked. Ghanaians and Chinese occupied the space. Kwame spoke with a
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Ghanaian woman who worked in the home of five Chinese immigrants, communicating in Twi,
the local dialect, explaining my project.
Auntie Lydia, a low-wage Ghanaian cook working for a house of five Chinese in Accra,
shared her experiences as follows. She offered a narrative of having to fight to receive fair
wages, payment on time, and fewer taxing hours from her Chinese employers. She works six
days a week. Taking three trotro—little commercial buses—to get to work everyday, she leaves
early in the morning and arrives at home late at night. Auntie Lydia and her co-worker Henrietta
are very vocal with discussions around their conditions of work. Their strategy of defiance
makes the Chinese respect them more and harm them less. Treated as inferiors by their
employer, they have few opportunities for discussion, allowing both sides to perpetuate
unchallenged a set of cultural, political, and racist stereotypes. While speaking with her
employer, Fang Ziduo, Auntie Lydia asks if the Chinese confiscate Bibles at the airport. She has
heard that the Chinese do not allow churches, and Chinese men marry their sisters. While it is
true that the church is a sensitive subject in China, neither of these stereotypes reflects reality.
The Chinese believe that they rely on themselves while Ghanaians leave their fate to
God. More anxious about their future, the Chinese rely on money to live and enjoy life, Zidou
charged. Furthermore, he maintains that while many Ghanaians live in poverty, they still enjoy
life through religion, however this also generated complacency—waiting on God to change ones
fate, rather than relying on oneself. Zidou said that the Chinese are generally more introverted
and community based. He added that Chinese are alert and carful about communicating with
outsiders, attempting to stay to themselves to avoid trouble. I reached a similar conclusion during
my research—it was very difficult to find Chinese willing to be photographed, especially during
my initial attempts without Fan to translate and make connections.
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Is China the new face of neocolonialism in Africa? The Chinese are building roads,
universities helping to develop many African countries. Professor Horace Campbell argues that
the Chinese investment and influence in Africa will strengthen Africa over time, serving to
combat the negative effects of US imperialism 8. Western NGOs such as the World Bank and
IMF offer loans and investment to African countries willing to submit to western demands, while
China offers unrestricted lending, having “undermined years of painstaking efforts to arrange
conditional debt relief”’ according to the IMF and the World Bank spokesperson 9. However, my
research suggests otherwise. This view seems to be far too glossy and romantic given the
conditions the Chinese continue to provide in Ghana.
The question remains whether Chinese involvement in Africa is more beneficial than
previous relations with western counterparts. Other scholars note the conditions hidden from
view yet attached to Chinese investments: “Because Chinese loans and grants for projects are
tied to the hiring of Chinese companies, the relationship is not mutually beneficial in the long run
as Ghanaian companies are unable to benefit” 10. It is up to Ghana to negotiate more fair contracts
that will be more beneficial to themselves. Campbell concludes, “Africans must be vigilant in the
process of building new relations with China” 11. Since Chinese investment and immigration to
Africa is still developing, booming in the mid-90s, it remains to be seen whether China is their
new investment partner or the new face of neocolonialism in Africa 12. While African and Asian
cultures still share a commitment to the respect for and care of their elders, it is yet to be
determined if China will become an imperial state in Africa or be different than the western
imperial powers to come before.
8
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A cultural practice still shared by Africans and Asians is a commitment to the care of
aging parents. Still revering their elders for their wisdom and knowledge, both cultures are
motivated to meet their obligations to their parents. Both China and Ghana have limited social
programs such as Social Security to support the elderly, therefore the pressure of making enough
money to take care of one’s self and parents is a responsibility children anticipate. Capitalism’s
focus on profit over ethics leaves both small and large developing economies bereft of financial
commitment to caring for the elderly, absent investment necessary to pay workers living wages,
and lacking resources to house, feed and employ rural workers forced to relocate to the growing
urban centers of both regions. Alade and Yankuba took a chance on traveling to China in order to
support their aging parents who could not work their farm much longer. I hope that my audience
will find the stories told in my photographs compelling narratives on remittances, racism,
immigration checks, policing, economic hardship, religion and the need to create a global
dialogue to counter stereotypes.
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A PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF AFRICANS LIVING IN GUANGZHOU, CHINA
AND CHINESE LIVING IN ACCRA, GHANA
By Benjamin Cleeton

INTRODUCTION
Diaspora Times Two is a photographic study
of Africans living in Guangzhou, China and
Chinese living in Accra, Ghana. The project
brings together stories providing insights into
the process of international relocation driven
by economic challenges and opportunities.
Documenting the lives of Africans in Guangzhou and Chinese in Accra makes visible
shared values, beliefs, hopes, and dreams.
Xiao Bei, nicknamed “Chocolate City,” is an
African community located in the southern
trading port city of Guangzhou. Some African
businessmen find success purchasing cheap
commodities like clothing, shoes, and fabrics,
then shipping them back to partners in their
home country to be sold at a profit. Others
struggle to find work to support themselves,
never realizing the dream of sending money
back home. Aided by multiple security cameras, police routinely stop Africans to check
visas and closely watch Xiao Bei, a constricted
neighborhood of intense stress driven by poverty and overcrowding.

Chinese investment in Africa poses a threat to
Western imperialism. Will the Chinese replace
western colonial powers in Africa? If so, are
the Chinese, like the west, seeking to extract
resources and exploit laborers? While scholars argue that because both have suffered the
ravages of Western imperialism, the Chinese
and Africans will form a mutually beneficial
relationship, this qualitative field study finds
wealth and race serving Chinese interests at
the expense of West Africans.
Evidence of challenges faced by Africans
serving the interests of Chinese entrepreneurs
operating in Africa, as well as by those having
immigrated to China, reveals the persistence
of hegemonic market forces fueled by and sustaining class- and race-based abuses. By capturing the humanity of both groups, I hope
that my work will contribute to the breakdown
of cultural and economic race-based stereotypes that sustain fear and hatred when divergent cultures become next-door neighbors.
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ACCRA, GHANA

Auntie Lydia, a low-wage Ghanaian cook working for a
house of five Chinese in Accra, Ghana, fights to receive
fair wages, payment on time, and fewer taxing hours.
Auntie Lydia and her co-worker Henrietta stand their
ground against their employers.
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Auntie Lydia, a low-wage Ghanaian cook
working for a house of five Chinese in Accra,
Ghana, fights to receive fair wages, payment
on time, and fewer taxing hours. She works six
days a week; taking three small buses to get to
work everyday, she leaves early in the morning and arrives at home late at night. Auntie
Lydia and her co-worker Henrietta stand their
ground against their employers. Their strategy
of defiance makes the Chinese respect them
more and harm them less. Treated as inferiors
by their employer, they have few opportunities

for discussion, allowing both sides to perpetuate unchallenged a set of cultural, political,
and racist stereotypes. While speaking with
her employer, Fang Ziduo, Auntie Lydia asks
if the Chinese confiscate Bibles at the airport.
She has also heard that the Chinese do not
allow churches, and Chinese men marry their
sisters. While the church is s sensitive subject
in China, neither of these stereotypes is true.
The Chinese believe that they rely on themselves while Ghanaians leave their fate to God.
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The Ghana Chinese Commodities Wholesale Town, once
inhabited by many Chinese retailers, now houses mostly
Ghanaians selling bulk goods like cloth and clothing.
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The owner, Hui, of the
Jia Hua grocery store
speaks with customers
after the morning rush.
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Workers surf the web
during a break at
Rose’s Restaurant.
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A Chinese mother and daughter have owned and
operated the Hunan Restaurant for over fifteen years,
located in Osu in greater Accra. A TV in the restaurant
plays Chinese soap operas while the two women take a
break from plucking chickens and preparing the dinner.
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Kwame Otu gets a hair cut at Men’s Clipperz
barbershop in Osu.
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David Adjei works as
the security guard for
the house of Chinese
telecommunications
workers.
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Tubs traditionally
used by Ghanaians
for washing laundry.
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Auntie Lydia works six days a week; taking
three small buses from home everyday,
she leaves at 7 am and does not get back
until 10 pm.

Auntie Lydia sets the table for her Chinese employers who
come home from work to eat a traditional Chinese lunch.
She has difficulty working with a hired Chinese cook who
does not speak any English. The language barrier creates
a frustrating work environment; a mutual lack of cultural
understanding generates distrust and anger.
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After his lunch break and mid afternoon nap, Fang
“Oliver” Ziduo gets driven back to his workplace by
his Ghanaian driver.
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GUANGZHOU, CHINA

Africans conducting business in Guangzhou, China
often stay for 6 months to a year, making it necessary
to find long term living arrangements. As in Ghana,
a limited supply of electricity makes clothes dryers
a luxury; residents hang the wash outside of their
apartments to dry.

Sweltering heat and humidity make the windowless, cramped, four-foot wide bedroom
unbearable—impossible to sleep until early
into the morning hours. Alide and Yankuba
sit outside trying to stay cool in the 90-degree temperature. The two Gambians saved
enough money to leave their country in search
of jobs in China, hoping to send money back
home to their families in The Gambia. “The
Chinese do not offer low-wage jobs to blacks,”
said Yankuba. Living on a crock-pot stew of
bread, sugar, and water, the two unemployed

brothers struggle to survive on the little money their parents are able to send them. In
need of an escape, the brothers visit friends
at a nearby university. The trip necessitates
their leaving Xiao Bei. While riding on public transportation, Chinese stare, refusing to
sit next to them on the subway or bus. The
two brothers admit that while Xiao Bei is not
pleasant, it offers somewhere for Africans to
escape persistent reminders that they are black
outsiders in China.
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Uksachi “Danny” Bass of The Gambia,
studies Mandarin at Guangdong University
of Technology.

Alide and Yankuba, two Gambians, saved enough money to leave
their country in search of jobs in China, hoping to support their family
members who are farmers. “The Chinese do not offer low-wage
jobs to blacks,” said Yankuba. Living on a crock-pot stew of bread,
sugar, and water, the two unemployed brothers struggle to survive on
the little money their parents are able to send them. In need of an
escape, the brothers visit another Gambian, their friend Danny.
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Alide and Yankuba take the bus for over an hour to
the university. While riding on public transportation,
Chinese glare, refusing to sit next to them on the
subway or bus. The two brothers admit that while
Xiao Bei is cramped and dirty, it offers somewhere
for Africans to escape persistent reminders that
they are black outsiders in China.
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The Chinese adapt to
the needs and wants
of the African customer
base, selling religious
paraphernalia.
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The stifling hot weather
of southern China
deters people from the
Xiao Bei market until
late into the evening.
Once the temperature
cools, Chinese vendors
come out to sell goods
to Africans. Chinese
police stand guard,
checking African visas
while video cameras
placed throughout the
area keep watch.
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Xiao Bei is lived in and shared by
Chinese and Africans.
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Chanceline, Joycé, and Shadai, from Angola bargain
with a Chinese merchant.
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Danny supplied the food for the single
daily meal shared by the group of four.
Yankuba prepares the dish consisting of
hot dog, rice, and potatoes.

Three women, Chanceline, Joycé, and Shadai, from
Angola window shop in the Xiao Bei market.
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John Bass studies in China through the
sponsorship of Danny’s father. After
taking their finals, the two will go back
to The Gambia.
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